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Abstract
Cytoarchitectonic variations in different regions of the human cerebral cortex have been shown to result in varying
thickness of the cortex. Histological investigations have shown that individual brains of normal subjects differ significantly in sizes and locations of cytoarchitectural areas. On top of this normal variation, pathological conditions may
be associated with significant differences in cytoarchitectural organizations in some or most brain regions, depending
on the pathology. Studies on post-mortum brains have documented some of these differences in many developmental and degenerative neuropsychiatric disorders. Some attempts have been made to correlate cytoarchitecture with
reported behavioral measures and neuropsychiatric diagnoses. Recently, methods for measuring cortical thickness
in vivo via modern neuro-imaging technology have evolved and may potentially be applied to population studies of
the trajectories of global and regional cortical development, and the impact on those trajectories of environmental
variables and neuropsychiatric pathology. This thesis proposal aims to establish that a method for measuring cortical
thickness in vivo developed at the Montreal Neurological Institute can be applied for such studies.
The proposed project will focus on four areas of investigation: (1) Clinically informed contributions to various
methodological components of the process of generating parametric maps of cortical thickness for pediatric samples;
(2) The study of normal regional and global growth trajectories of cortical thickness during childhood; (3) The examination of the impact of exposure to nicotine in utero on cortical thickness maps of adolescents, as an example of the
interaction of cortical development with environmental variables; and (4) The comparison of cortical thickness maps
of subjects with the developmental disorder schizophrenia with equivalent maps derived from normal controls. The
last area of investigation will involve an examination of the longitudinal impact of the diagnosis on cortical thickness
maps in childhood-onset schizophrenia and in adults experiencing their first episode of the illness, as well as an
attempt to correlate clinically relevant behavioral observations with these cortical thickness maps. It may also involve
a comparison of schizophrenia with other developmental disorders, to illustrate the presence of pathology-specific
growth trajectories of cortical thickness. The scientific implications of this form of research range from the establishment of a neural correlate to many developmental neuropsychiatric disorders, to an understanding of the impact of
the environment on brain development. Basic science applications of these neuro-anatomical correlates may include
establishing animal models for disorders that manifest only with mental dysfunction. Clinical applications may include
the examination of the impact of therapeutic interventions on the development of the brain as well as on pathological
growth trajectories.
With its potential for numerous publications in peer-reviewed journals, the proposed project is hoped to meet the
scientific requirements for a Ph.D. in Neuroscience.
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Neurobiology of the Cerebral Cortex and its Thickness

1.1 The Structure and Function of the Cerebral Cortex
Among the earliest references to the variable structure of the human cerebral cortex were those of Generi in 1776[4]
and Betz in 1874[5], both noting the existence in some regions of the cortex of structures unique to those regions.
When Meynert reported regional differences in both cellular structure and cortical laminae in 1867[6], he laid the
foundations upon which the work of Brodmann was based at the turn of the twentieth century[7, 8, 9]. Brodmann
mapped the cerebral cortex of a single human brain into 52 regions (45 plus regions 7 gaps) of distinctive cytoarchitectonic structure[8], and reported his measurements of cortical laminar thickness which varied based on cell
type. Since the work of Brodmann, scientists have continued to elaborate on the cytoarchitecture of the cerebral
cortex[11, 12, 13, 14, 15], describing the neocortex as consisting of six laminae, each further subdivided into intermediate laminae based on the varying architectonic characteristics of the defining laminar components.
The thickness of the neocortex is almost always found to be between 2 and 4 mm in histological studies[16].
The thickness of the individual laminae, however, varies depending upon the region of the cerebral cortex. For
example, in the frontal lobe, lamina III (the external pyramidal layer) becomes progressively thinner toward the
frontal pole, whereas lamina IV (the internal granular layer) becomes thicker toward the frontal pole and nearly nonexistent in the precentral gyrus[17, 16]. These differences are thought to reflect functional differentiation related to
the neural networks associated with each region. For example, lamina IV is very prominent in the primary visual
cortex, and is thought to be the main target of sensory information arriving from the thalamus (the lateral geniculate
nucleus)[16]. In contrast, the precentral gyrus (the primary motor cortex) receives little sensory information directly
from the thalamus, which may explain the relative absence of lamina IV[16]. In addition to regional variability,
recent cytoarchitectural research documents significant variability in sizes and exact locations of cytoarchitectural
areas between individual brains, and between hemispheres of the same brain[13, 14, 15, 18], with greater variability
in the few heterotypical cortices (areas of the cortex in which the basic six laminae cannot be recognized) than in
homotypical cortex (areas that possess all six laminae)[17, 19].
The combination of histological studies and electro-physiological recordings made with micro-electrodes suggests
that the neocortex is organized into vertical units of functional activity (known as cortical columns or modules)
traversing the 6 laminae, each unit possessing afferent fibers, internuncial neurons and efferent fibers[18, 19, 20]. With
different inputs to the neocortex being processed differently and outputs arising from different neuronal populations,
the layering of neurons and fibers within cortical columns provides an efficient means of organizing the input-output
relationships of neocortical neurons[18, 16]. A cortical column would fit within a cylinder a fraction of a millimeter
in diameter, and its neurons will tend to have very similar electro-physiological response properties, suggesting they
form a local processing network[17].
The neocortex contains a large number of functional parts or cortical fields that are specifically interconnected to
produce various types of motor, perceptual and cognitive behaviors[21]. Further, most data from animal research
indicate that mammals that have neocortices with many functionally heterogeneous parts that are specifically interconnected generally have more complex behaviors[21].
This complexity of the neocortex can partly be attributed to the complex pattern of gyrification that leads to a
dramatic increase in the surface area of the cortex, to sulcal folding that allows burying of cortex below the surface,
as well as regional cytoarchitectonic variation. As both laminar variability and the number of cortical columns per
region are directly related to functional organization, it becomes clear that studies of both are essential to the under-
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standing of the function of the cerebral cortex. The number of cortical columns determines the surface area of the
cerebral cortex, and is thought to be the major determinants of inter-species differences in neocortical evolution[16].
Total cortical thickness represents the sum of the thickness of the 6 laminae. The thickness of a cortical lamina
is a composite measure of neuronal, axonal, dendritic, synaptic, and glial numbers and sizes that may relate to the
function of a cortical area. Theoretically, if a change in one lamina was offset by an opposite change in another,
total cortical thickness of that particular cortical column may not change. Similarly, if a column increases in total
thickness, the change may be due to different changes in different laminae but with a positive sum. The ability to
determine the relative contributions of laminar changes to total cortical thickness changes has thus far remained the
province of histological research. It is expected that advances in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may allow such
determination within the next decade or so.

1.2 The Development of The Cerebral Cortex
The fields of developmental neurobiology and psychology are faced with understanding the relation between normal alterations in structure with complex functional changes that occur in infancy, childhood, and through puberty.
Whereas different domains of human behavioral development have been described in remarkable detail, we lack a
detailed understanding of the essential features of postnatal brain maturation at the structural and molecular level
in human beings[24].
The present understanding of the development of the human brain has partially emerged from, and continues to
largely rely on incorporating the histogenic constructs that have been identified in experimental animals, primarily
rodents[22, 23, 24], and placing that information in the context of the timing of human and other primate ontogeny[24,
25, 26, 27]. This is primarily due to the paucity of descriptive studies in both human beings and other primates,
particularly during the postnatal period when substantial brain growth, circuit organization, and myelin formation
occur. In addition to this gap in information, the specific molecular and cellular bases for adaptive functional changes
that occur in infants and children with typical and atypical developmental trajectories are not fully defined[24].
The following is an attempt to summarize the current state of knowledge:
1.2.1 Prenatal Development
The available evidence shows that the organization of the prenatal cerebral cortex differs substantially from that in
the postnatal period with respect to both its cellular constituents and their areal, laminar, and modular arrangement,
and their role in changing patterns of neuronal circuits[28, 29, 30, 31]. This dynamically changing state during development produces vulnerable periods that are sensitive to environmental insults because they are dependent on the
temporal and regional emergence of critical developmental processes (i.e., proliferation, migration, differentiation,
synaptogenesis, myelination, and apoptosis)[32]. It also becomes understandable that developmental disorders of
the brain that begin during these vulnerable periods may have wide spread effects on the structural development of
the cerebral cortex.
The expansion of the cortex begins at about 56 days of gestation through the first year of life, with the formation
of neural connections, the development of unique cytoarchitecture, the growth of dendritic arbors, and the peak
formation of synapses extending beyond 350 to 400 postnatal days[24, 34].
The generation of neurons destined for specific layers in the human cortex occurs by cell division in the designated
proliferative zones surrounding the lateral ventricles and the achievement of final position by extensive cell migration
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in an inside-out fashion (deep-first, superficial-last), all of which begins by the 8th week of gestation[24, 35]. There
are exceptions to this limited period of neuron production in the forebrain, such as the rostral subventricular zone,
which supplies olfactory structures with neurons through the rostral migratory stream[36] and the dentate gyrus
granule cell zone of the hippocampus[37]. Both regions continue to produce neurons in the adult primate[24]. The
adult production of neurons destined for the neocortex proper is controversial, however, with the most recent data
suggesting little if any intrinsic neuron production[33].
Projections from the brainstem enter the cerebral cortex of the human being between 8 and 15 weeks of gestation
and thalamic projections at approximately mid-gestation, overlapping with the time that neurons are generated
for the cortex proper[39, 40, 41]. A refinement of connections takes place later in gestation, from about 24 to 28
weeks, and that continues into perinatal periods[39, 40, 41]. This period of time marks the onset of the formation
of topographic connections that provide information for functionally coordinated output, which can be measured at
approximately 28 weeks of gestation[42]. After the restructuring period in the primate cortex, there is an epoch of
remarkable growth, from about 34 weeks of gestation through 24 months after birth. During this time, temporary
cellular structures (such as the subplate zone of the cortex) begin to die and productive processes (proliferation
and migration) decrease in intensity, while processes of neuronal differentiation, axonal growth and synaptogenesis
increase in intensity[42]. An example is synapse formation, which begins to peak in this period[34, 42], with neural
connections forming at a rate of almost 40,000 synapses per second[42, 43, 44].
1.2.2 Infancy and Early Childhood
Contrary to the relative maturity of the external configuration of the cortex at birth, some histogenic processes are
not yet finished. There is hardly any production of cortical neurons at birth and almost all neurons of the newborn cortex have attained their final positions[42]. Remnants of temporary cellular structures continue to disappear.
Cytoarchitectonically, at birth all primary (motor, somatosensory, visual and auditory) cortical areas can be delineated on the basis of characteristic lamination pattern or the presence of characteristic cells (e.g., Betz pyramids in
the primary motor cortex). The delineation of secondary and tertiary (association) cortical areas is rather uncertain.
One of the reasons is that in the newborn the granular layer (prospective lamina IV) is present in all neocortical
areas regardless of their future differentiation into heterotypical or homotypical cortex[42]. Furthermore, the elaboration of dendritic trees of the pyramidal cells is ongoing. In addition, a major event is dendritic differentiation
of stellate (Golgi II type) local circuitry inhibitory neurons[41]. Synaptogenesis involving axons that have grown
into the cortex prenatally continues, with resulting changes in the distribution and chemical properties of the subcortico-cortical pathways. These changes are thought to play a significant role in the perinatal reorganization of the
prefrontal cortex[42]. Cortico-cortical connections continue to form postnatally, and a significant redistribution of
cortico-cortical axons during subsequent development can be expected[45].
Since the newborn cortex sends and receives some super-numerous axons and contains the vestige of fetal elements, considerable rearrangements in the organization during the early postnatal cortical development takes
place[42]. The phenomenon of overproduction of cortico-cortical axons is closely associated with the excessive synaptogenesis during the early postnatal period[43].
The peak of synaptogenesis in the frontal cortex begins around the 8th postnatal month and reaches a maximum
at 2 years of age. This corresponds temporally to emergence of skilled actions and cognitive functions[42]. After the
elimination of some circuitry elements after the 2nd year of life, the prolonged maturation of goal-directed behavior
and the protracted emergence of different cognitive functions correlates temporally with the developmental plateau of
synapse production which can be seen up to 16 years of age[42].
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Myelination increases rapidly after birth and continues in most subcortical tracts through the third decade of
life[24]. Based on structural imaging studies, myelination of the cerebral hemispheres begins with the optic radiation
and occipital white matter at 1 to 2 months before birth and extends to the frontal lobe by 9 months[47]. The molecular
signals that are responsible for the initiation of the myelination process remain unclear. However, it is plausible
that perinatal insults such as hypoxia or ischemia, which would affect premyelinating cells more than the more
mature, myelinating oligodendrocytes, could preferentially disrupt frontal and temporal lobe tracts, with important
functional implications in disorders such as cerebral palsy or mental retardation[24].
The overall impact of this developmental pattern on gross brain anatomy is enormous. From birth through to
the fourth year of life, brain volume quadruples, cortical synapse counts double, dendritic arbors of many neurons
quadruple in extent, volume of cortical pyramidal cells may double or quadruple depending on region and layer,
and the corpus callosum nearly triples in size[48]. The growth of the whole brain in general, and cerebral gray matter
in particular, continues at a much slower pace in middle childhood. For example, between 2-4 years of age and 6-8
years, frontal lobe and temporal lobe gray matter volume increase by about 20% and 17%, respectively[49]. Between
6-8 years of age and 11-12 years, frontal lobe and temporal lobe gray matter volume increase by only 5% and 10%,
respectively[49].
How do these developmental patterns reflect on total cortical and laminar thickness? As far as the available data
can demonstrate, a definite answer is difficult, or at least quite complex. From birth to 72 months, each cortical layer
of each of the 41 cytoarchitectonic areas studied in one report repeatedly thins and thickens in a wave-like fashion[50].
On average, each layer changes its direction of growth 3.5 times over six age periods from birth to 72 months[50].
1.2.3 Adolescence and Early Adulthood
Synapse elimination occurs late in childhood and in adolescence in humans[44]. It is followed by a much slower
decline in synaptic density during the adult years, which in the human data occurs primarily in old age[51, 44]. The
synapse elimination that occurs in late childhood and early adolescence is clearly distinct from the much later and
smaller magnitude aging changes. The adult value for synaptic density is about 60% of the maximum[51], the timing
of which varies depending on the cortical region between 500 to 1600 post-conception days of age[44]. Dendritic
development follows a similar growth trajectory (See figure 1). This process of elimination of circuitry elements,
often referred to as "pruning", is necessarily associated with reductions in total cortical gray matter, and reflected in
both laminar and total cortical thickness.
As for myelination, a curvilinear increase in its extent between the first and sixth decades of life was shown to
be present, with a twofold increase between the first and second decades of life and an additional increase of 60%
between the fourth and sixth decades[52]. This continuing development of myelination results in an overall positive
direction of growth of the whole brain volume, opposing the expected impact of the pruning process. However, with
the possible exception of the dorsolateral frontal cortex and the posterior temporal cortex[53], overall brain volume
declines from adolescence onward.
1.2.4 Developmental Correlations of Structure and Function
The epigenetic nature of development combines intrinsic forces that drive neuronal growth and elaboration with
extrinsic forces that adaptively modify structure and function according to experience. These two complementary
forces underlie the remarkable changes in multiple domains of neuro-behavioral capacity from birth through early
childhood[24, 48].
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Figure 1: Postnatal changes in number of dendritic spines of large pyramidal neurons of the layer IIIc of the human prefrontal
cortex. Solid line shows the number of spines within the initial 200 pm segment of the apical dendrite, while the dashed line
shows the number of spines within the initial 50 pm segment of the basal dendrite. N = newborn; M = months; Y = years.
[Adapted from [42]]

The available descriptive data do not indicate how changes in the number of specific cell types or synapses or
changes in connectivity are achieved. Changes in connectivity are probably driven by genetic, environmental, and/or
a combination of genetic-epigenetic influences. Would early abuse or cognitive deprivation in infancy disrupt the kinetics and the types of synapses that form in the frontal cortex? Although complex functions, such as emotional
recognition, can be greatly affected by early experience[46], the relation between experience, synapse type, number,
and cognitive capacity in the infant and child remains a field of investigation. Although the peak period of synapse
formation does correlate temporally with cognitive and emotional systems developing during the first 2 years of
life[24], synaptogenesis does not necessarily correlate with the behavioral and cognitive maturation processes that
occur well into childhood. For example, children are unable to perform a simple delayed non-matched to sample task
at age 5 but improve dramatically thereafter. In fact, the peak at which children reach their point of best performance
corresponds with the period of cortical synaptic pruning[24]. Perhaps this seems counterintuitive, but synaptic pruning during these developmental periods is likely to be essential in the reorganization of local and association circuitry
that facilitates integration of information across cortical domains[24]. A summary of some temporal correlations of
anatomical and functional developments is presented in table 1.
Correlating cortical thickness changes with functional developmental milestones remains to be done. The reasons
for this are likely to be related in part to the disadvantages of post-mortum histological studies of cortical thickness
(see a discussion of this in section 3.1 below), to the complexity of cortical development (see figure 2), and the
difficulty in establishing accurate temporal correlations in behavior in post-mortum studies. However, some attempts
at linking changes in laminar thickness with developments in behavior have been made[50]. Figure 2 is an example
of such attempts.
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Table 1: Timing of histogenic brain events and functional milestones. [Adapted from [24, 42]]
Developmental period
Early fetal

Histogenic milestones
Progressive differentiation
Transient organization of connections,

Late fetal

Assembly of brain nuclei, cortical structures, major connections;

Birth to 3 months

Transient fine organization of connections; rapid overproduction of synapses;
neuropeptide maturation

3-6 months

Functional milestones

Fetal movements; fragments resembling goal-directed
movements
Transient behavioral patterns; Social orientation (nondiscriminating); obligatory looking; voice response

Disappearance of transient patterns;

Disappearance of transient patterns; Fragments of skilled
movements; Face-to-face play; early recognition memory;

Fragments of skilled movements

disengage gaze; modulation of arousal, attention, affect;

Transient fine organization of connections; rapid overproduction of synapses;

Separation distress, proximity seeking, discriminative
preferences for caregiver; early joint attention; work-

continued maturation of neurochemical
systems

ing memory and means-end; communication of emotion,
acoustic highlighting of words

Peak of associative circuitry production

Maturation of motor and sensory functions, early speech,

positive and negative expressions,

8-12 months

l-2 years
3-16 years

(cortico-cortical)

joint attention

Plateau of synapse production

Protracted development of different cognitive functions

Figure 2: Development of cortical laminar thickness for the homuncular subdivision of the hand in the primary motor cortex
(Brodmann area 4) subserving hand coordination overlapped with the age at which its age-specific behaviors begin. [From
[50]] .
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1.3 Cortical Thickness and Pathological Development
1.3.1 General Background
In addition to normal development, cortical changes have been studied in many pathological conditions. There are
numerous studies that examined the cerebral cortex in aging and degenerative processes of late-onset[54, 55, 56, 57].
Less is known about developmental histopathological changes in the cortex associated with neuropsychiatric disease,
and even less is known about the environmental impact on cortical development. Some examples of the existing
data can be found in the study of autism, a neurodevelopmental disorder, and intra-uterine exposure to alcohol, an
environmental toxin.
In autism, many components of the limbic system show unusually small neurons that are more closely packed together than those of the age- and sex matched controls[58]. The most consistently involved areas were the amygdala,
the hippocampal formation and its closely related entorhinal cortex and the mammillary body. The only exception
to this pattern of pathological change was found in the septum, in a part of this area that projects to the limbic forebrain, the nucleus of the diagonal band of Broca. In the younger autistic individuals (less than 12 years of age), the
neurons in this part of the septum were unusually large but adequate in number and in the older individuals (more
than 21 years of age), they were unusually small and decreased in number[58]. In addition, slightly irregular laminar pattern in the superior frontal gyrus was reported, with clusters of abnormally orientated pyramidal cells[59].
The frontal cortices have been reported to be thickened with increased neuronal density, and the laminar pattern of
superior temporal gyrus disorganized[59]. Another change noted in the autistic brain is an unusual pattern of agerelated alteration in brain weight (size). The brain weight of young autistic individuals was significantly greater than
comparable controls, a finding that is in line with the observed increased head circumference in this population[60].
Fetal exposure to alcohol is neurotoxic. In animal experiments, during the period of synaptogenesis, a single
episode of ethanol intoxication lasting for several hours triggers a massive wave of apoptotic neurodegeneration in
several regions of the developing rat or mouse forebrain and visual cortex[61]. Ethanol exposure during early postnatal life of rats affected the branching of dendrites in lamina 2/3[62]. In an in vivo ultrasonographic study of alcohol
exposure during pregnancy, the percent of fetuses with a frontal cortex below the 10th percentile increased from 4%
for non-exposed fetuses to 23% for heavily exposed fetuses[63]. And in a study of miscarried human embryos and
fetuses of mothers who used alcohol during pregnancy, abnormal development of the cortical laminae occurred in
57.9% of subjects, and the severity was related to the extent of alcohol exposure[64].
1.3.2 Schizophrenia: An Example of Pathologic Cortical Development
Schizophrenia, a severe mental illness that affects almost 1% of the population world wide, is characterized by disorganized thought processes, hallucinations, delusions, cognitive deficits and impaired functioning. Histo-pathological
studies of schizophrenia show changes in the cytoarchitectonic organization, cellular concentration and counts, and
reductions in laminar thickness and total cortical thickness in a number of brain areas, including Brodmann areas 9
(dorsolateral prefrontal cortex or DPFC), 10, 17, 32 and 46, and in regions such as the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC),
the superior temporal gyrus, the Heschl’s gyrus, and the entorhinal cortex[65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70] (see figure 3).
The lack of significant gliosis in the neocortex signifies that degeneration is not an etiological factor[71]. Abnormalities have been reported in pyramidal neurons located in deep lamina 3 of the DPFC. Specifically, DPFC deep
lamina 3 pyramidal neurons have been reported to have smaller cell bodies[72, 73], shorter dendrites[74, 75], and
fewer dendritic spines in subjects with schizophrenia[74, 75]. Evidence for reductions in neuronal somal size in
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Figure 3: These curves demonstrate the average cytoarchitectonic profile covering the whole cortical depth. The profiles
of normals (closed line) and schizophrenics (dotted line) do not differ in shape, however, the gray level index (GLI) values
are significantly reduced in laminae III - VI. Different laminae are segmented according to microscopic inspection and local
maxima in the first derivative (gray line, bottom). The GLI method is an automated image analysis device, which measures
the area percentage of stained perikarya related to the area of the measuring field in histological sections [From [68]]

lamina 5 of the ACC, and in right sided neuronal somal size in lamina 3 were also observed in schizophrenia[76].
Temporal lobe abnormalities ranges from a decrease in neuron size in the cornu ammonis (CA) subfields of the hippocampus (CA1-4) [77] to reduced synaptic density in the hippocampus[78] and reduced dendritic spines of pyramidal cells[74]. Investigations of cytoarchitecture have reported an abnormal arrangement and laminar distribution
of neurons within the ventromedial temporal lobe which have been interpreted as reflecting unsuccessful migration
of neurons during development[69]. Pyramidal neurons within the CA subfields of the hippocampus showed significant variability in their axes of orientation, which was most severe at the interfaces between subfields[79, 80]. This
disorganization in the normally uniform alignment of neurons, thought to be a developmentally based migration
disturbance, was also found in some qualitative cytoarchitectural studies of the entorhinal cortex[69].
In addition to cytoarchitectural investigations, other research modalities have supported a theory of developmental origin of schizophrenia. Non-specific factors associated with fetal environmental exposures such as prenatal
maternal nutritional deficiency, winter birth, birth in an urban environment, and birth and pregnancy complications
have been associated with schizophrenia[81]. In fact, the number of pre- and perinatal risk factors is negatively correlated with age of onset until 25 years[82]. Three prospective birth-cohort studies of populations until the ages of
28 and 43 years have differentiated and rendered generally valid the results of earlier retrospective studies into the
antecedents of schizophrenia: delayed neuromotor and language development, emotional, behavioral and cognitive
abnormalities in childhood and adolescence[83, 84, 85]. Like the sum of pre- and perinatal risk factors, age at walking is negatively correlated with age of onset of schizophrenia[85]. In studies of monozygotic twins discordant for
schizophrenia, changes in dermatoglyphic counts that had previously been described in schizophrenic patients were
confirmed, providing further evidence of some intra-uterine environmental insults between the fourth and sixth
months of pregnancy leading to simultaneous neurologic and dermatologic abnormalities[86, 87, 88].
Presently, many theories explaining the development of schizophrenia exist, but the most popular is the "two-hit"
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hypothesis[89]. The first hit or basic requirement is a dysfunctional (mutant) gene, which could have been transmitted via the germ-line or may have been generated by a spontaneous somatic (non-germ-line) mutation early during
embryogenesis in the affected individual. Moreover, the genetic contribution may be enforced by the accumulation of
an additional mutation in a candidate gene. The second hit(s) comprise multiple environmental factors like viral infection(s), birth complications, and social stressors. The assumption is that (1) the disease-related genes are involved
in several key events during neuro-development and/or brain maturation, and (2) that the function of these genes
can be modulated by second hit environmental factors[89]. (For an elaboration of this hypothesis and the evidence
supporting it, see[90])

2

Cortical Thickness in Brain-Imaging Studies

2.1 Histology vs. Structural Brain-Imaging: A Brief Comparison
Histological measurements of cortical thickness in post-mortum brains suffer from the limitation of cross-sections of
the cortical tissue that will align to cortical columns only by chance. Cortical columns are also not always straight or
even perpendicular to the pial surface, and may curve along their length. In addition, tissue shape and volume may
change drastically from their state in the living organism depending on the methods of preservation and preparation
of sections. Therefore, the two-dimensional study of the cortex is hardly accurate in measuring cortical thickness.
However, histological analysis allows for breaking down changes in total cortical thickness into its contributing
components: such as individual laminar thickness, cellular counts and volumes, and circuitry elements (dendritic
arbors and synapses). This advantage enables scientists to test hypotheses that may be at a molecular biological scale.
Histological studies of pediatric brains that are informative with respect to CNS development are necessarily scarce,
due to low mortality rates across this age range in addition to the rare occurrence of autopsies in this population.
Brain-imaging using currently used MRI technology suffers from the limitation of poor resolution and the difficulties in establishing exact tissue segmentation during periods of dramatic change in tissue water content, such as the
first few post-natal months of life. However, these disadvantages were greater in the past than they are presently, and
technological advances may ultimately enable image resolution that allows the study of cortical laminar structure to
be performed with MRI[91]. On-going research is targeting the difficulties in neonatal tissue segmentation. MR imaging solves the problem of cross-sectioning the cortex with its 3-dimensional protocols, and allows the in vivo study
of subjects from whom accurate behavioral measurements can be collected. This introduces a vast improvement in
temporal resolution over post-mortum histological studies. Therefore, MR corticometry is capable of enriching neuroscience with much insight into the ontogeny of the cerebral cortex. Structural MRI studies are not likely, however,
to produce data that can immediately inform us about molecular biological processes. Functional and spectroscopic
brain-imaging methods attempt to address that issue, but have their own advantages and disadvantages that will
not be discussed in this thesis.

2.2 Developmental Neuroimaging: Current Challenges
Over the past 15 years, innovations in physics and computer science have promoted magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) as an essential tool for investigating the biological substrates of neurological and psychiatric disorders. Requiring no radiation exposure, MRI is now the preferred imaging technique for pediatric populations, but not without
ethical caveats[92].
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The neurodevelopmental data presented above are all subject of intense neuroimaging investigation. Many psychiatric disorders such as attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD, autism, childhood-onset schizophrenia,
Tourette syndrome, and early-onset depression have been investigated using neuroimaging techniques (For a review,
see[93]). As for normal development, MRI-based anatomical studies have revealed some interesting maturational
changes in brain structure. The most consistent findings across these studies include: (1) a lack of any significant
change in total cerebral volume after five years of age[94, 95, 96]; (2) a significant decrease in cortical gray matter after
12 years[97]; and (3) an increase in cerebral white matter throughout childhood and young adulthood[98, 99, 96, 100].
Specifically, subcortical gray regions (e.g. basal ganglia) decrease during childhood, particularly in males[94, 96],
while cortical gray matter in the frontal and parietal cortices does not appear to significantly decrease until roughly
puberty[97]. Total temporal lobe volume appears relatively stable across the age range of 4 to 18 years, while hippocampal formation volume increases with age for females and amygdala volume increases with age for males[95].
2.2.1 MRI challenges in Early Childhood (0-4 years)
Few morphometric imaging studies have included very young children[98, 101]. The main reason for this is the difficulty interpreting MRI data from this population. This is because brain structures rapidly change their biochemical
properties and water content during this age period. The most dramatic effects are produced by the progressive
myelination of white matter. At birth and for the first 4-6 months of life, signal intensities of gray and white matter
are the reverse of those seen in an adult brain, with the signal intensity of white matter being lower than that of gray
matter on T1-weighted images and higher than that of gray matter on T2-weighted images[102]. With advancing
age, white matter shows a progressive increase in signal intensity on T1-weighted images[102]. On T2-weighted images, high-signal-intensity unmyelinated white matter progressively changes to myelinated white matter of a signal
intensity lower than that of gray matter[102]. At birth, the corpus callosum is isointense relative to white matter and
progressively increases in signal intensity, so that at age 8 months the corpus callosum has an appearance identical
to that of an adult[102].
These progressive changes pose complex challenges for automated MRI processing and analysis tools that depend
on the ability to discretely segment brain tissue into gray matter, white matter and CSF based on relatively separable
signal intensity ranges for each. For most such segmentation tools, the distinction between white and gray matter will
be nearly impossible in the first 3-6 months of life, and begins to function much more accurately by 18 months, when
the white/gray distinction approaches that of adult brains. For similar reasons, registering infant MRI data to the
standardized Talairach space[103, 104] faces difficulties correctly identifying the brain structures that the registration
algorithm bases its spatial orientation on.
Another important difficulty that impacts on corticometric studies in particular, is the fact that sulcal CSF is far
less in amount than in the adult brain, leading to a degree of "packing" of cortical gyri. This is problematic given
present-day MR technology. When opposing banks of a sulcus are closer to each other than the MR image resolution
(most commonly 1mm3 ), segmentation algorithms fail to detect the sulcal boundaries and may fuse adjacent gyri
together (what is known as the partial-volume effect[105]). The impact of this effect is of great import if one of
the goals of analysis is to generate inner and outer cortical surfaces in order to enable thickness measurements. In
addition, toward the end of this age period, gray matter volume is reaching a peak before plateauing and pruning
starts. This is reflected in a thicker cortex, which is more difficult to capture by some corticometric algorithms than
the normally thinner adult cortex.
The rate of structural change is so rapid, that for a longitudinal imaging study to do justice to brain development
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a child would have to undergo frequent serial MRI acquisitions. This poses a logistical and financial difficulty to this
form of research.
2.2.2 MRI challenges in Middle Childhood and Adolescence (5-18 years)
Many of the above mentioned difficulties greatly subside during this age period. Signal intensities continue to
change. For example, in T2 weighted scans, the signal intensities in the white and deep gray matter decrease rapidly
in the first decade of life and then gradually reach a plateau after the age of 18 years[106]. Most available segmentation algorithms would be able to correctly identify gray and white matter and CSF with little difficulty. However,
the problem of the partial-volume effect stubbornly persists as the amount of CSF in sulcal spaces increases very
slowly throughout the life span. The rate of structural change is decidedly slower in this period. Therefore, fewer
MRI acquisitions with longer intervals would suffice in a longitudinal study of brain development.

2.3 Possible Approaches to MR Corticometry
We are introducing the term "corticometry" in order to refer to all morphometric studies of the cerebral cortex. These
may include studies of surface area, folding, gyrification and sulcal patterns, cortical volume, cortical thickness and
surface reconstruction, lamination, and modulation (cortical column formation), among others. Anatomical MR
corticometry is the method addressed in this thesis, but functional MR and histological approaches can be subsumed
under the global term "corticometry". Cortical thickness will be the research area this thesis will focus on. In order to
be able to measure cortical thickness, accurate reconstruction of cerebral cortical surfaces from MR images is essential.
This is dependent on many algorithms involved in post-acquisition processing of MR images. The outcome is a
computed hollow 3-dimensional object that represents the folded 2-dimensional white matter surface (WMS) of the
cortex, which lies within another hollow 3-dimensional object representing the folded 2-dimensional pial surface
(PS) of the cortex. Each surface represents only the boundary between two tissue classes, and is therefore without
thickness. Each of these surface sheets may be triangulated to become a polygon mesh of thousands of small triangles,
and each node in the mesh is referred to as a "vertex". When the corticometric study in question is utilizing properties
of these vertices for purposes of inter-subject comparison, we will refer to the method as "vertex-based". This is in
counter-distinction from voxel-based MR-image analytic methods, the unit of which is the 3-dimensional "volume
elements" generated from the image.
2.3.1 Manual Segmentation
The delineation of cortical surfaces manually, although not impossible, is prohibitively time-consuming. This is
especially true when populations need to be compared, given that the surface area of the PS of a single brain was
estimated (manually) to be between 200,000 and 248,000mm2[107]. However, the problem becomes more manageable
if only a well defined area of the cortex is to be segmented. This region-of-interest (ROI) approach can only be
implemented in spatially localized cases in which the image plane is orthogonal to the cortical surface throughout
a region of interest, allowing the measurement of thickness to be accomplished from slice data (For an example of
cortical thickness measured manually in an MR study, see[108]).
Apart from the extraction of cortical surfaces, partial or complete manual segmentation may be necessary in
handling problems for which computational methods don’t exist or are inadequate. One example is the problem
of choosing anatomical landmarks in infant brains to be the base for the algorithm that registers the volume to
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standardized stereotaxic space. The lack of clear signal-based tissue-class distinction in this age group was discussed
above, and necessitates the use of a priori knowledge by human raters.
Manual segmentation may serve as a tool for validating automated methods. Since automated methods can
only approximate the performance of an expert in neuroanatomy, some manual segmentation is required to detect
some errors in these automated algorithms and be able to modify them. The problem is that manual segmentation
introduces human error. Human error can be unique to the person performing the task and to the time the task was
performed. These factors require additional validation steps such as intra- and inter-rater reliability measurements.
2.3.2 Computational Methods
As opposed to manual segmentation, automated and semi-automated computational methods allow for the study of
large datasets and are more time-efficient. They also limit the issue of human error, and replace it with computational
errors. The main advantage of this is that computational errors are much more likely to be uniform or systematic
in degree and frequency. Since the main disadvantage is usually related to accuracy of the computational method
in contrast to manual segmentation, and since inaccuracies are likely to be systematic and/or randomly distributed
on larger datasets, the overall negative impact is likely to be small. How well an algorithm performs depends to a
great deal on data quality, and on robustness and stability of its programing code in dealing with the vast biological
variations it is likely to encounter in the data.

2.4 The Methodological Challenges of Automated Cortical Thickness Estimations
2.4.1 Extraction of The Surfaces
The inherent limitations of MR image under-sampling, lack of contrast, intensity bias, and noise have made the segmentation of fine anatomic details a difficult task. This problem is nowhere more evident than in the highly convoluted human neocortex. Until recently, the accurate extraction of the cortical surface has been an exceedingly difficult
task[109]. This is primarily due to the partial volume effects encountered in folded gyri and deep sulci[109, 1]. The
methods that currently exist for identifying the cortical surfaces attempt, with varying degrees of success, to overcome this difficulty. They are classified into bottom-up approaches using edge detection and top-down approaches
using deformable models.
2.4.1.1 Edge Detection: The "Bottom-Up" Approach It is possible to segment, match and track images of anatomic
structures by exploiting constraints derived from the image data. This purely bottom-up approach, exemplified by
the "Marching Cubes" algorithm[110], although has high resolution, is unable to cope with noise in the data and has
no means of limiting surfaces to accurate topology[109, 1]. These factors limit its utility in corticometric studies.
2.4.1.2 Model-Based Deformable Surfaces Techniques Top-down approaches are methods that depend on the
use of a priori knowledge about the location, size and shape of anatomic structures in the image. Deformable models,
a vigorously researched model-based approach to computer assisted medical image analysis, have the added potency
that stems from their inclusion of aspects of both the bottom-up and the top-down approaches[111]. Deformable
models are capable of accommodating the often significant variability of biological structures over time and across
different individuals[111]. Furthermore, deformable models support highly intuitive interaction mechanisms that
allow anatomists to bring their expertise to bear on the model-based image interpretation task when necessary[111].
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Many algorithms based on the deformable models concept are presently in use to extract cortical surfaces and
calculate cortical thickness. A well known example is the FreeSurfer program[112, 113, 114], which initially finds the
WMS by classifying brain tissue into its components in voxel-space then locating the white/gray matter boundary,
and then fits a smooth WMS deformable model. Once the WMS is produced, the program then expands a deformable
surface toward the PS. This method has already been used with success to measure cortical thickness maps in Huntington’s disease[115], schizophrenia[116] and multiple sclerosis[117]. At least three other variations on this theme
have also been in use[118, 119, 120]. These methods vary in their topological correctness, ability to cope with partial
volume effects, and capacity to limit self-intersection of produced surfaces[1, 109].
A method introduced at the MNI, known as Anatomic Segmentation using Proximities (or ASP)[109], uses a
topology-preserving deformation model, and automatically identifies the WMS from previously segmented (tissueclassified) volumes. It then generates the PS of the cerebral cortex by expanding a deformable surface while forcing
the cortical thickness to lie within an a priori defined anatomically-plausible range of values and explicitly preventing
self-intersection of the generated PS. These and other added constraints were designed to reduce the impact of partial
volume effects. ASP has been successfully used in our lab as part of an early version of a corticometry pipeline[121],
and has resulted in studies of cortical thickness in normal aging[122], Alzheimer’s Disease[123], and epilepsy[124].
Although ASP is either more robust or at least equally robust when compared to the above mentioned methods,
its dependency on thickness constraints to manage the partial volume effect leads to failures in capturing the full
thickness of the cortex in pediatric populations and in conditions leading to increased thickness (such as cortical
dysgenesis) or much thinner cortices than the algorithm allows[1]. In fact, in earlier experiments with pediatric populations (see section 1.3), cortical thickness extraction was more accurate in the childhood-onset schizophrenia (COS)
group than in the normal controls. This was due to thicker cortices on visual inspection in the normal controls, and
has resulted in a loss of power to detect differences between the two groups. A modification of ASP has recently been
introduced: Constrained Laplacian-based ASP (CLASP)[1]. The improvement introduced by CLASP is a result of (a)
abandoning the thickness restraint, (b) utilizing information produced by a partial volume classification algorithm
already in use in our lab[125] to inform the algorithm about the location of PS, partly by producing a skeleton of
extra-pial CSF[126] that becomes a rigid boundary beyond which no pial surface exists, and (c) by modifying the
method of expansion of the deformable surface that eventually generates the PS. This latter component is a major
advance from the usual approach of finding the nearest boundary. Instead, the PS-generating geometric deformable
surface expands from the WMS toward the skeletonized CSF along tracks defined by gradients produced by a Laplacian map. This Laplacian map provides smoothly increasing potential surfaces between WMS and skeletonized CSF.
Its gradient produces an expanding route for the PS, and guarantees topological preservation (see figure 4)[1]. The
improved accuracy in capturing healthier and thicker cortices resulting from the introduction of CLASP should increase the likelihood of detecting group differences. This will enable the application of vertex-based corticometric
studies of psychiatric populations in general and pediatric populations in particular. Note that in ASP and CLASP,
the WMS is a polygonal mesh. When the deformable surface expands outward toward the PS, it starts with an identical polygonal mesh. This leads to a situation were each vertex on the WMS has one corresponding vertex on the PS.
The total number of vertices on each surface is identical to that of the other. The importance of this fact will become
clear in the following section.
2.4.2 Definition of The Thickness Metric
Studies in our lab were performed to define the most appropriate measurement of thickness in corticometric studies[121].
This was necessary, as there was no widely accepted definition of thickness, and different groups used different met-
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Figure 4: Deformation model using (a) the distance map and (b) the Laplacian map.[From[1]]

rics. Six possible metrics were compared: (1) distance along the surface normal (t normal ), (see [109] for an example);
(2) distance along an iteratively computed surface normal (tlayered-normal ); (3) distance toward the nearest point in
the opposite surface (tnear ), (see [109] for an example); (4) distance along a line that is the average of the nearest
point measured from each side (taverage-near ), (see [17, 114] for examples); (5) distance between the corresponding,
or linked, nodes on each surface (tlink ), (see [109] for an example); the correspondence being a product of the mech-

anism producing both surfaces; and (6) the distance dictated by the Laplacian equation (tlaplace ), (see [127] for an
example). Although both the tlink and the tlaplace methods were superior to the other 4 metrics in their specificity and
sensitivity, the tlink metric had greater robustness than the tlaplace metric[121]. As a result of these experiments, the
tlink metric was chosen to be the default metric for measuring cortical thickness in our lab’s corticometry pipelines.
2.4.3 The Statistical Challenges
2.4.3.1 Typical vs. Average effects A major impediment in neuroimaging research is cost. Additionally, longitudinal research for anatomical studies often requires intervals of months or years between measurements. Compounding these factors in pediatric studies is the practical difficulty inherent in scanning young children, especially
when mental pathology is involved. These caveats result in the small sample sizes observed in most neuroimaging
studies. The problem of deciding on appropriate sample sizes is also complicated by the inherent properties of the
data and the kind of statistical inferences resulting from them.
When the research aim in a longitudinal design is to detect effects that reflect qualitative aspects of normal anatomy
in a sample of healthy individuals, i.e. "typical effects" that are likely to be present, fixed-effect statistical models can
be used to address the hypothesis[128]. However, when the aim is to measure quantitative metrics that may be
different in some populations than others, i.e. effects that "on average" are of different quantities in the studied
groups, random-effect statistical analysis is more appropriate[128]. In corticometric studies, the presence or absence
of temporal lobe cortical thinning over time is a qualitative question. If one would like to know if it was typical
of normal individuals for whom a number of measurements exist per subject, the inference made would still be
valid if the occasional subject did not have cortical thinning but most subjects do. In such a situation, fixed-effect
models applied to relatively small samples may allow correct inferences. However, when the question is whether
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the temporal cortex in schizophrenic subjects thins more rapidly than normal subjects, the quantitative nature of the
question and the need to infer that the effect will always be true given enough subjects dictates the use of randomeffects analyses, which will require much larger samples to reach correct inferences[128].
2.4.3.2 Whole-Brain vs. Region of Interest Analysis In a typical MR volume acquired at the resolution of 1mm 3
(which is the volume of each voxel), there would be around 1,000,000 voxels in that single volume. Whole-brain
voxel-based morphometry will involve that many voxel by voxel comparisons. In our lab, our polygonal meshes,
produced by ASP or CLASP, give rise to surfaces with 81,924 polygons each, and thickness is therefor measured
at each of 40,962 vertices. Vertex-based comparisons are not as numerous as voxel-based ones, and corticometry
concerns itself only with the cortical mantle. These numbers would have been prohibitive had it not been for the
presently available computational capabilities in brain-imaging centers. In addition, having reliable automated tools
to perform the image analysis on large datasets is only a recent luxury.
Region of interest (ROI) analysis was until recently the logical approach in MR morphometry. These regions are
defined based on their cytoarchitectonic classification (Brodmann area) or by major anatomical landmarks. Most processing methods are either entirely manual or semi-automated. Typically, the ROI would be manually segmented by
operators that trace the anatomical boundaries of a brain structure. Not only is this subject to human error, but a priori
definitions of structures cannot completely account for natural anatomic variability and become more complicated
when pathology exists. When standard normalization techniques are used, accommodation of inter-subject variability is only partial[129]. When full-brain normalization procedures are used, there remains a considerable degree of
residual variability in the shape and location of regions defined based on anatomical markers[129].
The main advantage of ROI designs is that the number of comparison units is small and the power for detecting
small effect sizes is high. This has raised the question of whether inferences from comparisons at such small scales
are as valid as they seem. It is quite probable that detectable effects in an ROI approach may not be detected in a
well-designed whole-brain approach. The reverse is much less probable.
2.4.3.3 The Problem of Multiple Comparisons When a decision is made about the validity of a single comparison, errors can take place: a true null hypothesis may be rejected, or a false null hypothesis may fail to be rejected.
In most experiments, the validity of multiple comparisons has to be decided. In such situations, chances are a true
null hypothesis will be rejected. The challenge for any multiple comparison procedure is to satisfy two conflicting
requirements: reduce the risk of rejecting a true null hypothesis, but maintain the likelihood of confirming the alternate hypothesis by detecting an experimental effect if it exists[130]. A number of methods are currently in use in
neuroimaging research that offer varying degrees of correction for multiple comparisons. A very short summary of
the main ones is presented below.
Bonferroni Correction This is a commonly used familywise error correction method. Familywise error is defined
as the probability of falsely rejecting any of a series of null hypotheses applied to the data. The premise of the
Bonferroni correction is simple, and all that needs to be done is to replace the threshold for significance ( ) with the



level  divided by the number of tests being performed ( ). i.e.



is replaced by  =  .

Although the Bonferroni correction has strong control of Type I errors, it is too conservative in practice with
neuroimaging data, particularly with whole-brain approaches. It will likely eliminate both false and true positives,
and usually leads to unnecessary loss of statistical power[131].
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Random Field Theory The three-dimensional Gaussian random field theory (RFT) method[132, 133, 134, 135,
136] is a familywise error correction method that takes into account the fact that test elements (voxels or vertices) are
inherently correlated spatially to adjacent elements for both biological reasons and as a result of the filters imposed on
raw intensity data in order to construct images. This spatial coherence is related to the full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) of the reconstruction filter, which is much higher than the scanner resolution. It presupposes that the data is
parametric, that they share certain topological characteristics (such as the Euler characteristic), and requires that they
are smoothed along a Gaussian kernel. Utilizing these characteristics and the Gaussian smoothing kernel, the method
estimates a number of "resolution elements" (resels) that are, in simplistic terms, clusters of spatially correlated voxels
or vertices. Resels then become the sampling unit of the dataset. These resels or clusters of voxels have dimensions
equal to the effective FWHM of the reconstructed image in each dimension.
The effective reduction of the impact of multiple tests is dependent on the the smoothness of the data. The
less smooth, the more conservative the threshold becomes. This is because RFT is supposed to be "exact" if the
assumptions of the method are all correct within the dataset. Since data only approximate these assumptions usually,
the RFT may be more or less conservative accordingly.
A minor variation of this method is now available for use in corticometric studies[135]. Although the original RFT
implementation for cortical surfaces used a 3D smoothing kernel which can be problematic, this was later resolved
by the introduction of a surface-based smoothing kernel[137]. Another complication is the non-isotropic nature of
surface data. To deal with this issue, the effective FWHM (eFWHM) is estimated along the topography of the surface.
Non-parametric Permutation Testing Requiring only minimal assumptions for validity, nonparametric permutation testing[138, 139] provides a flexible and intuitive methodology for the statistical analysis of neuroimaging
data. It comes, however, at a significant computational expense, and it is difficult to account for temporal autocorrelation. At present, it appears that this method is seldom used to correct for multiple comparisons in anatomical
neuroimaging studies. For this reason it will not be elaborated upon in the present thesis.
False Discovery Rate Procedure In most experiments, the aim is to make a discovery: to reject a null hypothesis.
When an experiment involves a family of comparisons, a mistaken discovery is more likely to be made. The false discovery rate (FDR) procedure [140, 141] does not control the familywise error, but the false discovery rate. Essentially,
only among the elements (voxels or vertices) that do show an effect, the expected fraction of null hypotheses rejected
mistakenly is the FDR. The way this is achieved is by using a thresholding method that adopts to the properties of
the given dataset.
The FDR does not take into account the spatial coherence of the data. In fact, at least theoretically, the smoother
the data the more conservative FDR becomes[141]. The advantage of the FDR method over the RFT method is that
it increases sensitivity to detect effects in the data, at a reasonable and controlled compromise of false positives. Its
disadvantage is that detected results will have a definite proportion of false positives.
When the FDR method was studied in our lab for robustness, the gain in true positives detected was much greater
than the predicted false positives. Similarly, a large drop in false negatives resulted[121]. Over the past couple of
years, experience in the lab with this method has been very encouraging.
2.4.3.4 Statistical Power Most neuroimaging studies are interpreted without accurate estimates of statistical power.
Instead, the notion of power is based on what has been detected in previous studies[131]. This lack of a systematic
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and widely adopted method for calculating power likely contributes to limited reproducibility of results across similar experimental studies. This is because reported data may be false positive, and undetected findings may be a
result of conservative statistical models, when the power of the compared studies cannot be determined[131].

3

Proposed Project

The neurobiology of the cerebral cortex, some of which was summarized above, illustrates the dynamic status of
what might well be the part of the brain that makes us human. Not only is the cognitive, psychological and motor
development of the individual linked to this dynamically changing structure, but major morbidity to the individual
and cost to society can be incurred from disruptions to the neocortical developmental trajectory. The neuroimaging
methodologies available presently have great potential to enrich the understanding of the ontogeny and pathology
of the neocortex.

3.1 Hypotheses
The core hypothesis is that the neocortex follows predictable trajectories of development that manifest in measurable
cortical thickness changes over time in the average normal individual, but is sensitive to both environmental insults
and developmental neuropsychiatric disorder.
3.1.1 The Normal Development of The Cerebral Cortex
The neocortex grows progressively thicker on average, but will have regionally specific rates of growth, from birth
till an age between 2 and 4 years (target age being regionally specific). Following this peak of cortical thickness gain,
a mildly decremental plateau ensues till mid-adolescence (target age being regionally specific) which then gives way
to a moderately decremental slope that continues well into adulthood.
3.1.2 The Impact of The Environment on Cortical Development
In comparing two groups of well-matched adolescents in a cross-sectional design, the group exposed to adverse
intrauterine environment resulting from maternal cigarette smoking will demonstrate differences in cortical thickness
maps that are significant and are correlated to the extent of exposure.
3.1.3 The Impact of A Developmental Disorder on Cortical Development
In three different experiments, schizophrenic subjects of all ages will demonstrate significant differences in cortical
thickness maps, and significantly different trajectories of cortical thickness change over time that are correlated to the
manifest clinical symptomatology.

3.2 Specific Aims
This project primarily aims to demonstrate in four separate experiments that there are regionally specific developmental trajectories of cortical thickness that can be significantly influenced by exposure to adverse intrauterine
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environments resulting from maternal cigarette smoking, and by the insidious development of schizophrenia. A
secondary aim that would be achieved by the pursuit of the primary aim, is to illustrate the extensive potential of the
Corticometric Iterative Vertex-based Estimation of Thickness (CIVET) pipeline (developed at the MNI) when applied
in a whole-brain approach, in the study of the development and pathology of the cerebral cortex.

3.3 Procedures
3.3.1 The Methods: A Description of CIVET
CIVET is a carefully assembled series of inter-dependent algorithms, or pipeline, that is designed to prevent faulty
output from going further in the process that eventually enables corticometric analysis of MRI images. The pipeline
is also designed to be able to handle large datasets simultaneously. At present, a stable version of CIVET (version
F-1-a) is operational and will be the method used for this project. CIVET includes 35 different steps that may need 80
to 160 computation hours per volume to be completed. The major processes performed are as follows:
1. Correction for RF intensity non-uniformity artifacts using the N3 algorithm[143];
2. Linear registration to the ICBM 152 average brain in MNI-Talairach space using the MNI_AutoReg software
package[104]. The linear transform uses a 9-parameter affine process (translation, scaling and rotation);
3. Tissue segmentation into three classes: white matter, gray matter and CSF (also referred to as "classification")
by discrete classifier that uses advanced neural network methods (the INSECT algorithm)[144];
4. Regional brain segmentation (anatomic labeling of major brain organs) according to a 3-D probabilistic map[145,
146, 147], using the ANIMAL algorithm[104];
5. Partial-volume (fuzzy) tissue classification and generation of a skeleton for the CSF[125, 1];
6. CLASP[1, 109] (see detailed description in 3.4.1.2 above);
7. Inter-subject non-linear surface registration of the WMS[148] – (optional);
8. Reverse transformation of volume (for purposes of thickness measurement in native-space)[149] – (optional);
9. Using the tlink metric, thickness at each vertex is calculated (optionally twice, standardized and native thickness)[150,
121];

10. Blurring of cortical thickness maps using a surface-based smoothing kernel[137].
Once CIVET is done processing the data, two additional steps (statistical analysis and visualization) follow. Statistical
analysis utilizes a combination of the R statistical package[151] and MATLAB[152] to generate statistical models
(frequently multivariate analyses and linear logistic regression models) and significance thresholds (via FDR and/or
RFT methods). Visualization of CIVET output files is achieved with MNI-Register and MNI-Display (developed at
the MNI in 1993 by David MacDonald[150]). Visualization of cortical thickness maps and statistical analysis output
is achieved with Brain-View (developed at the MNI in 2000 by Jason Lerch. See examples of this in [149, 153, 121,
122, 123, 124]).
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3.3.2 Methodological Contributions to Corticometric Studies
This thesis will be primarily focused on the developmental and clinical application of existing methods. However, the
intimate dependency of automated measures on their biological a priori assumptions creates situations that can only
be resolved by both a working knowledge of methods by biologists, and a degree of involvement in methodological
development. The first two contributions below will be shared efforts with Richard Webster, Reza Forghani , and
Louis Collins. The third task has largely been completed.
3.3.2.1 Manual Registration of Infant Data Given the difficulties of poor tissue contrast on MR images from very
young children, manual interventions must inform and/or precede automated processing of the data. Fifty eight
MRI acquisitions from children ranging in age from one month to five years of age (from the NIHPD Project) will be
manually aligned by the following steps:
1. Designating a set of tag points that span the brain lobes and central structures and then manually identifying
them on each of the volumes.
2. Inter- and intra-rater reliability measurements of the manual tagging procedure will be performed for all three
raters.
3. A variant of the existing inter-subject registration algorithms[104] will be trained to use these manual tags to
achieve initial registration
4. Automatic registration to Talairach space as a final registration step.
This process will be further examined for the possibility of full automation by Dr. Louis Collins and his students. A
detailed report of the method and its outcome will be published.
3.3.2.2 Validation of Classification Algorithms in Pediatric Data Using the same dataset as in 4.3.2.1, manual
validation of the classification (tissue segmentation) algorithms that will be in use for this population will be performed. The classification algorithm used will probably need to be modified to include more than the classical 3
discrete tissue classes. In order to improve the performance of automated algorithms on infant MRI volumes that
has lower contrast between tissue classes, an attempt to force the recognition of subclasses may be necessary. Gray
matter may be sub-classified into cerebral cortical, cerebral deep and cerebellar gray matter if intensity histograms
allow such a sub-classification. Similarly, white matter may be sub-classified into cerebral and cerebellar, and each
into unmyelinated, varying degrees of myelination and fully myelinated. Classes for vasculature may be of use as
well. Adding spatial a priori knowledge may be useful. These modifications will be performed by Dr. Louis Collins
and his students
Ultimately, the tissue classifier is likely to be quite different from what is presently in use. Validation will proceed
as follows:
1. A randomly selected large number of voxels per hemisphere in each volume will be examined manually, contrasting the designated tissue class generated by automated classification with expert opinion.
2. Inter- and intra-rater reliability measurements of the manual classification procedure will be performed for all
three raters.
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3. The task of computing validity will be broken down to three parts: (a) validity of classification in and around the
cerebral cortical mantle, for which I will be the major contributor; (b) validity of classification of deep cerebral
and cerebellar gray matter, for which my contribution will be secondary; and (c) validity of classification of
white matter, for which my contribution will be secondary.
At least three reports are expected to be published from this work.
3.3.2.3 Measuring Cortical Thickness in Native-Space Automated processing of MR images is heavily reliant on
the spatial normalization of the data that allows voxel-based comparisons between subjects. This normalization process enables the production of statistical parametric maps for group comparisons[154]. This is achieved by linearly
registering each image with the same template image. The template image is usually aligned to the 3D Talairach
stereotaxic coordinate system (commonly referred to as Talairach space). This spatial standardization is supposed to
preserve relative topology within the brain, and allow for inter-subject differences in topology to be uninfluenced by
whole brain volume or spatial orientation artifacts. This method has now become a gold standard in whole-brain
approaches to morphometry.
The above described spatial normalization was developed long before cortical thickness analysis became feasible.
Given the unique biological properties of the cortex that are the result of its cytoarchitechtonic and modular structure,
the 2D metrics of thickness and surface area, as well as its sulcal and gyral patterns, are of much greater importance
than the metrics generated by voxel-based methods, such as volumes and gray matter density (an ambiguous metric
with unclear biological correlates in the cerebral cortex). In addition, assumptions about standardization that may
apply to deep brain structures and to white matter may not necessarily be correct for the neocortex. Essentially, when
it comes to cortical thickness, the absolute values are at least as informative as the relative values. In some clinical
populations, it can be argued that the absolute values of thickness are the only way to go.
Examples of situations that may challenge the spatial normalization paradigm would be when a group with a
mixture of both global cortical thinning and second order thinning in a few isolated cortical regions, is compared
with a normal population. A good example for this is schizophrenia. As a result of performing the study detailed
in 4.3.5.3 below (see [153]), the opportunity became available to test this question of spacial normalization in cortical
thickness studies. This effort has resulted in the inclusion of a reverse registration code in the present version of
CIVET.
The technical problem that required a solution was that extraction of surfaces was reliable only when done on
volumes classified within standardized space. In addition, intersubject comparison would be impossible without
alignment to coordinate system that enables an element by element comparison. The solution to this hurdle was
reached by the following compromise: (1) Volumes are all processed normally by CIVET, (2) Once CLASP has generated the cortical surfaces in standardized space, a surface based non-linear inter-subject registration of the surfaces
is performed[148]. This results in a one-to-one registration of all vertices across subjects. (3) This registered surface is
then allowed to undergo a reversal of the volumetric transform. This transfers the registered surfaces back to native
space while retaining the spatial information necessary for inter-subject vertex-based comparisons.
The mean cortical thickness in schizophrenic subjects was shown to be lower than that of normal controls when
the comparison is made in native space, and to be no different when the comparison is made in standardized
space[149]. Regional differences in statistical thickness maps become attenuated when the comparison is in standardized space, compared to native space. What this means is that spatial normalization, in addition to eliminating the global differences that are developmentally informative, has biased against the detection of real regional
differences[149]. (Compare figure 5 with figure 6).
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Table 2: Objective 2 Longitudinal and Cross-Sectional Sampling Strategy [From [156]]

3.3.3 Normal Growth Trajectories of Cortical Thickness
The NIHPD project is a multi-site study that is collecting a representative sample of normal, healthy children aged
0-18 years in order to provide longitudinal MR and behavioral data that enable the investigation of brain maturation in relation to behavioral and cognitive development[156]. Dr. Evans is the principal investigator of the data
coordination center (DCC) at the MNI.
My involvement in the study will be restricted to the statistical analysis of cortical thickness data, and correlations
of this aspect of brain anatomy with behavioral maturation. The objective will be to develop:
A vertex-based normative age-specific atlas of cortical thickness;
Regional growth-curve analysis, both univariate and multivariate;
Brain-behavior correlates, through the inclusion of behavioral data as regressors in the growth-curve models.
These goals will be achieved through the use of the CIVET pipeline described above, followed by the necessary
statistical analyses.
The following 2 subsections briefly describe the subjects that will undergo the study. For details of the overall
project protocol, MR acquisition protocols, and behavioral instruments used, please refer to the project’s documentation[156].
3.3.3.1 The NIHPD Project: 0 to 4 1/2 Years This part of the project is referred to as "Objective 2". Approximately
85 children will participate in Objective 2, with equal distribution across age strata and gender. Each recruited subject
will undergo a battery of behavioral measurements and an extensive MR imaging protocol at each visit. There will
be between 3 to 5 visits per recruited subject over a duration of 12 to 24 months, depending on the age stratum of the
subject. See Table 2 for details of the sampling plan. The total number of child-scans for Objective 2 is expected to be
a minimum of 277 (based on an assumption of 20% compounded between-visit attrition)[156].
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Table 3: Objective 1 Longitudinal and Cross-Sectional Sampling Strategy. [From [156]]

3.3.3.2 The NIHPD Project: 4 1/2 to 18 Years This part of the project is referred to as "Objective 1". Approximately
440 children will participate in Objective 1, with equal distribution across age strata and gender. Each recruited
subject will undergo a battery of behavioral measurements and an extensive MR imaging protocol at each visit.
There will be 3 visits planned for each subject over a 4-year period. See Table 3 for details of the sampling plan. The
total number of child-scans for Objective 1 is expected to be a minimum of 1072 (based on an assumption of 20%
compounded between-visit attrition).
Recruitment has been completed, and so has the first visit for all subjects. The second visit stage has begun.
3.3.4 Impact of Prenatal Environmental Toxins on Adolescent Cortical Thickness
Results from the National Longitudinal Study on Children and Youth (NLSCY) indicate that 23.3% of Canadian
women smoke during pregnancy[155]. Of these women, 84% smoke throughout pregnancy. Rates of daily tobacco
use among pregnant women is distributed in the following manner: 65% smoke between 1 and 10 cigarettes a day;
34% smoke between 11 and 25 cigarettes; 1% smoke more than 25 cigarettes[155].
Dr. Evans is a collaborator in a project (PI: Dr. Tomás̆ Paus) titled: "Long-term consequences of prenatal exposure
to maternal cigarette smoking on brain structure, function and mental health in adolescence: Role of genes and
environment in brain development". At present, I’m at the early phases of involvement in this study. The study
sample constitutes two groups of adolescents from the geographically isolated population of the Saguenay-LacSaint-Jean region of the Provence of Québec. The groups are well matched, but differ in that one group had been
born to mothers that smoked during pregnancy.
These adolescents have undergone MR scanning as well as a host of behavioral measures. The scans will be
processed with CIVET, cortical thickness maps will be compared in the two groups, and the degree of exposure to
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maternal smoking will be regressed against cortical thickness maps.
3.3.5 Corticometric Studies of Developmental Pathology
3.3.5.1 Cross-Sectional Comparison of Patients with Schizophrenia and Normal Controls This component of
the thesis project has been completed. and a manuscript will be submitted for publication[153]. The following is a
summary of this work.
Subjects and Methods: The subjects of this study have been described in previous reports[2, 3]. 159 patients
(112 men, 47 women, mean age: 35.6 yr, SD 12.4) with schizophrenia or schizophreniform disorder and 158 healthy
subjects (106 men, 52 women, mean age: 37.7 yr, SD 14.0) from the Utrecht Schizophrenia Project, Utrecht, the Netherlands, participated in this study. Subjects were matched for age, sex, height and socioeconomic status of their parents.
An age/illness-duration/illness-severity matching algorithm was followed and there was no statistically significant
correlation between severity of illness and age (r=0.01, P=0.88). T1 weighted images were processed in our lab with
CIVET, both native (figure 5) and standardized (figre 6) thickness was computed, and each subject’s cortical thickness
map was blurred using a 20 millimeter full-width half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian smoothing kernel. Statistical
analysis was then performed at every vertex without predicting direction of change, regressing cortical thickness
against group. To account for multiple comparisons, the resulting statistical maps were set to a specific threshold
using the False Discovery Rate (FDR) procedure at a q value of 0.01, the critical t value was calculated as 2.4818. The
interpretation of the maps is therefore that 1% of the results shown are, on average, false positives.
Results: Figure 5 is a visual representation of the results. Significant bilateral cortical thinning was present in
the lateral prefrontal cortex, the orbitofrontal cortex, the anterior cingulate gyrus, the poles of the temporal lobes and
the superior temporal gyrus, and the visual association cortex, in schizophrenic subjects. In addition, the cortex of
the right middle temporal gyrus and the left medial temporal cortex were thinner in schizophrenic subjects.
Conclusions: These findings demonstrate the ability of this unique, fully automated, whole-brain method to
detect changes in cortical thickness in schizophrenia. The regional distribution of changes found was consistent with
independent histopathological and neuroimaging findings on the distribution of neuropathological alterations in
schizophrenia, and with gray matter losses previously reported in the same sample when voxel-based morphometric
methods were used[2, 3].
3.3.5.2 Childhood-Onset Schizophrenia vs. Controls: A Longitudinal Study Children and adolescents were
recruited by the NIMH for an ongoing study of childhood-onset schizophrenia, and have been described in detail in
previous reports[157]. Included were 36 patients with childhood-onset schizophrenia (with onset of psychosis before
age 12) and 34 healthy volunteers, age and gender matched, both groups having an age range of 8-24 years. All
subjects received MR scans at a mean interval of around 2 years. In the COS group, 19 patients had two, 12 had three,
and five had four scans for a total of 94 scans. In the normal control group, 19 subjects had two, 13 had three, and
two had four scans, for a total of 85 scans.
These scans will undergo a procedure identical to the one mentioned in 4.3.5.1 above, with the exception that
statistical analysis will include growth-curve and multivariate analyses.
A subset of this sample (23 COS subjects and 38 controls) when only the first two scans are considered, have been
matched to 19 subjects diagnosed with multidimensionally-impaired disorder (MDI), a semi-psychotic disorder that
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Figure 5: t-Statistical Maps of Cortical Thinning Measured in Native Space: The color ligand corresponds to the value of the
tstatistic at each vertex. Gray areas have t-stat values below the threshold (q=0.01). (a) Front view tilted to the left to expose the left
anterior cingulate gyrus (ACG); (b) front view; (c) frontiew tilted to the right to expose the right ACG; (d) right sided view; (e) left sided view;
(f) bottom view; (g) top view. [These views are generated by the use of Brain-View software, courtesy of Jason Lerch]
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Figure 6: t-Statistical Maps of Cortical Thinning Measured in Standardized Space: The color ligand corresponds to the value
of the tstatistic at each vertex. Gray areas have t-stat values below the threshold (q=0.01). (a) Front view tilted to the left to expose
the left anterior cingulate gyrus (ACG); (b) front view; (c) frontiew tilted to the right to expose the right ACG; (d) right sided view; (e) left
sided view; (f) bottom view; (g) top view. [These views are generated by the use of Brain-View software, courtesy of Jason Lerch]
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has been described in previous reports[158]. Each of the MDI subjects have also been scanned twice at a mean interval
of 2 years. Comparing vertex-based cortical thickness change over time in the 3 groups will provide insight into the
specificity of schizophrenia related findings.
3.3.5.3 First-Episode Schizophrenia vs. Controls: A Longitudinal Study The subjects for this study have been
described in a previous report[159]. Patients with first-episode schizophrenia (n = 34), recruited from the FirstEpisode Schizophrenia Research Program at the University Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht, the Netherlands, and
healthy comparison subjects (n = 36) were included in the study. MRI scans of the whole brain were obtained at
inclusion (T0) and after 1 year (T1). At inclusion, patients were assessed with the Comprehensive Assessment of
Symptoms and History (CASH)[160] by 2 trained raters who independently determined the diagnosis and achieved
consensus afterward. The onset of prodromal symptoms and the duration of untreated psychosis were measured by
a shortened version of the Interview for the Retrospective Assessment of the Onset of Schizophrenia[161]. Severity of
illness was measured with the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS)[162]. Of the 34 patients, 24 had never
received anti-psychotic medication. The remaining 10 patients had been prescribed anti-psychotics for less than 16
weeks before the first scan (T0).
At T1, all 34 patients were reassessed for diagnosis and severity of illness using the CASH and the PANSS. The
number of days spent in the hospital between T0 and T1 was recorded and used as a measure of 1-year outcome. In
addition, every patient was monitored carefully for the amount and type of medication prescribed between T0 and
T1. Healthy comparison subjects were carefully matched for sex, age, parental education, and handedness.
The MRI data on this sample was recently received at our lab, and corticometric studies will be performed in
a manner similar to the above mentioned experiments. An additional task in the statistical analysis will be the
correlation of cortical thickness change over time to changes in the clinical manifestations of schizophrenia.

3.4 Scientific and Clinical Relevance
The emerging ability to study the cerebral neocortex in vivo is promising to accelerate the scientific understanding of
the developmental processes that determine cortical morphology and function. Although not presently capable of
providing exact cytoarchitechtonic information from scans of live humans, the capability will soon be available. Not
withstanding the lack of microscopic detail, we now have a method that allows for macroscopic examination of the
cerebral cortex during development.
The objective of developing normative growth-curves is not only pioneering, but will likely make available to
the scientific community data that can be compared with abnormal developmental trajectories of all causes. This
project will also attempt to demonstrate the impact on neocortical development of environmental injury at critical
developmental phases, and of severe developmental psychopathology.
In addition, the project is likely to present longitudinal patterns of cortical change that is specific to schizophrenia.
Although many neural correlates for schizophrenia exist, specific descriptions of cortical change may allow a targeted
approach to histopathological studies of schizophrenia. This in turn may contribute to developing better animal
models for the disease, leading to a much greater understanding of the molecular underpinning of schizophrenia.
Similar work will be possible with many other neuropsychiatric disorders. There is tremendous value and rich
scientific potential in elucidating anatomical correlates of disorders that to date can only be identified via clinical
manifestations that are mostly subjective nature. Disorders such autism, ADHD, Tourette’s syndrome and childhood
depression are but a few examples.
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Given the in vivo demonstration of both development and plasticity, the longitudinal components of this project
will probably set the stage for future experiments that monitor the impact of therapeutic interventions on neocortical
anatomy, and develop anatomical correlates of treatment response.

4

Conclusions

This PhD thesis proposal hopes to integrate basic neuroscientific knowledge, neuroimaging and computational technologies, and clinical psychiatric experience in order to increase the breadth of our understanding of the human
brain. It is hoped that the proposed research will be a significant scientific contribution to the field of neuroscience.
The outlined experiments are heavily computation-dependent, and the capabilities for such work exist at the MNI,
and in very few other centers in the world. Since most of the data have been collected, the time required for me to
complete the thesis is determined by the image-processing technology, and is likely to be a duration of 2-3 years.
Numerous publications in peer-reviewed journals and national and international presentations will result from this
work.
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